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Why choose EXERFLEXPRO® Fitness Cable?
For more than a decade, the world’s leading fitness manufacturers have relied on EXERFLEXPRO®
cable as the ONLY cable used in their equipment. Designed and manufactured in the USA,
EXERFLEXPRO® builds on Loos & Company’s tradition of providing fitness equipment OEMs,
equipment owners, and equipment repair professionals the highest level of cable performance
and safety on the market.

It enhances user experience.

Equipment owners will see an immediate
return after installing EXERFLEXPRO®. Cable
smoothness and flexibility will provide their
customers a top quality exercise experience.

It reduces cost of ownership.

Equipment owners will require fewer service
calls and less downtime for their equipment.
Repair professionals can eliminate the need
for multiple service calls to replace inferior cables.
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It provides unmatched safety.

Each lot of EXERFLEXPRO® fitness cable
by Loos & Co., INc. is tested and certified –
reducing failures under strainand lessening
the risk of injury.

It ensures a long cycle life.

Manufacturers and owners rely on EXERFLEXPRO®
for an extended service life in their equipment.
Strict quality standards and extensive testing
procedures ensure that cable meets the strength
and endurance required on today’s high
performance fitness equipment. And we don’t
just say it, we certify it in writing.

Always available from stock.
7x19 Black
Preformed
Glavanized
Fitness Cable

Custom colors
and sizes are
available upon
request.
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Need a pulley or a sheave?

Regardless of what your industry calls it, it’s a wheel
with a groove that is designed to support movement
and change the direction of force in a wire rope or
belt. Pair our wide range of pulleys and sheaves with
our cable to get the performance you need, when you
need it.

Completing your project.

Cable fittings from our Cableware® Division are the
industry standard for completing your excercise
assembly. They offer a full range of sizes for every
application, as well as all the necessary equipment
for proper installation.

Why Loos & Company?

Founded in 1958, Loos & Company has evolved from
a three-car garage based family start-up, to a 220,000
square foot facility located in Pomfret, CT. Loos is a
multi-divisional company capable of drawing wire
from rod, stranding cable, and building cable
assemblies to your specs. Our wire rope division
operates 24 hours a day, and produces over 1 BILLION
feet of strand per year. Our work in aviation grade
control cable quickly led us to become the leader in
the fitness industry - where quality and performance
excellence are just as vital.
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